
Introducing:

Please tell us if you are interested in this book.



Angela and Barry Corbett have been writing about Pilkington’s Lancastrian pottery 
for thirty years. They have built up a photographic database of over eight thousand 
Pilkington’s pots. Now that record is accessible to collectors in a guide of over 400 
pages that shows the availability of items. Over 1300 colour photographs illustrate 
everything from classic lustre vases to the humble button. The contents list gives some 
indication of the span of the book.

1897 - 1938: Experimental pottery from 1897-1903: Firth pottery 
glazed at Pilkington’s: Rare sketches of pots by the tile artists  
1900/1901:1904 Graves’ exhibition pottery: Iconic colours orange 
vermilion and kingfisher blue, uranium orange and flambé and 
many more: Lustre ware by artists well known and little known: 
Post WWI production by Joyce, Rodgers, Mycock and Kent: 
Rarer artists including Spencer, Evans, Pringsheim and Ormrod: 
Post-war moulded ware, utility and decoration: Over 40 animal 
models and rarer modelled figures: Special ware, Tudric and 
Royal Commemorative: Buttons, hatpins, brooches, roundels and 
twifflers: Paper items, catalogues and leaflets: items pretending to 
be Pilkington’s: 1948-1958: Classic 1950s, Barnes, Brannan, Bridges 
and Mitzi Cunliffe: 1971-1975: The Blackpool period: A chapter 
on condition, damage and restoration: A historical account: 
Appendices covering marks: colours: public collections and a 
pictorial guide to over 1,000 shapes with their reference numbers 
and dimensions.

Groups of items are classified according to how often we have seen them over the last 
thirty years:
 Rare - only one example
 Scarce - less than 10 examples
 Available - less than 20 examples
 Generally available - a few will be seen each year
 Always available - examples commonly found

The book, in A4 format, and will be available in soft back at £39 plus p+p from 
October 2016. (Trade discount will apply for booksellers if appropriate.)

The book will be published by Pilkington’s Lancastrian Pottery Society*. 
	 	
E mail your details to request a copy to 

* Supported by The Peter Scott Gallery, Lancaster University, The Swan at Tetworth, 
Antique Centre and Auctions, Oxford, Towneley Hall Park and Museum, Burnley 

and Woolley & Walliss, Fine Art Auctioneers, Salisbury.
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